One dead and two seriously injured in Menton port explosion

‘BRIT’ BOAT BLOWS UP

AN EXPLOSION on board a British registered yacht on Sunday left the boat’s owner dead and two others seriously injured, writes Jenny Paul.

The 26 metre Donna Pup was moored in Menton-Garavan harbour when the fatal explosion ripped through its stern at just past nine o’clock in the morning. The rear of the vessel was extensively damaged. Italian Franco Barone, 42, was killed instantly and his companion Alexandra Carrara and the boat’s captain, Mario Nattucci were injured. Six other guests, four adults and two children – all from Turin – were unhurt.

Investigators are examining the wreckage to determine the cause of the explosion, but early indications are that twelve lead-acid batteries stored in an enclosed compartment were to blame. The car batteries were used as a back up for Donna Pup’s electricity supply. It is thought that hydrogen gas built up in the compartment, which may have then ignited when the captain started the electrics which operate the yacht’s passerelle.

“We were told that they closed the door to the room where the batteries were on Saturday evening, because there was a smell, then they forgot to re-open the door,” Garavan port based nautical specialist Daniel Chamy told The Riviera Gazette. “The gasses would have built up overnight, which is what we believe caused this fatal explosion.”

“What is clear is there was a very serious oversight that night. An enquiry is underway and the investigators are going to talk to everyone who even touched the yacht to ascertain what happened and whether charges need to be pressed,” he explained.

On Tuesday, a luxury yacht caught fire in Beaulieu-sur-Mer, causing havoc in the small port. The cause of the blaze on the 30 metre Saharet is as yet unknown. The yacht is also registered in the UK although the four crew were all Italian.
Got a hot story? Call our newsdesk on 04 93 09 66 43!
Football violence comes to Cagnes

OVER fifty soccer hooligans rampaged sleepy Cagnes-sur-Mer last Sunday after a needle match between the town and bitter rival Toulon.

In shocking scenes of violence, which erupted in the car park of the tiny Stade Pierre-Savago, one supporter was restrained when seen carrying a baseball bat while an intervening policeman suffered a leg injury. The youths threw stones and bottles at each other and smashed up nearby parked cars, including a police vehicle.

“The police have opened an enquiry to see how this happened and if they can do anything in future to put into place preventative measures,” Eric Vandervoort of Cagnes’ town hall told The Riviera Gazette. “Unfortunately there has been a rivalry between the two clubs for some time,” he explained.

Chopper’s whopper

A man who claimed to have had his ‘member’ chopped off by two women has now admitted to cutting it off himself.

He was found last week by gendarmes in La Pacaudiere, Loire, sitting in his car holding the severed member. He explained he had been attacked by two women before passing out. An organ graft was successful — but the man is now undergoing psychiatric treatment.

Football violence

A GENERAL strike over the government’s plans for pension reform looks set to cripple France on May 13.

A key and much disputed proposal is to extend the contribution period for public sector workers from 37.5 to 40 years, a plan aimed at resolving the country’s pension funding crisis.

A new poll out this week revealed that 68% of French people would prefer to take a reduced pension rather than work beyond the age of 60.

Suicide probe

PRIME minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin has given UMP politician Christiane Boutin the job of finding out why the suicide rate in France is one of the highest in Europe for people aged 15-24 and for the elderly.

She is charged with making recommendations to reverse the trend.
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Chaplin gorged on No 253,642 some 45 years later. Roosevelt tucked into duck No 33,642 in 1910 and Charlie in a sauce made from their own blood, cognac and port. Old marshland ducklings are strangled, roasted and then served fans claim is the most succulent duck in the world – eight week restaurant's signature dish, 'duck in blood'.

Notre Dame cathedral for 140 guests, all of whom gorged on the millionth baby duck this week. A LEGENDARY Paris restaurant celebrated serving up its child will get an additional following the birth of a first child. A parent who gives up work towards paying for childcare. Also be means-tested help month per child from birth to month of pregnancy. A package of measures announced by the government this week.

Michael Schumacher predicts he will be in the mix for the top gongs. Roger Federer and Serena Williams are in line for the top titles. The 421 year old eatery is famous for holding the secret to what line for the top gongs. The ceremony will be held at the Grimaldi Forum on late this month. Top names who will be in town for the bash include tennis star Boris Becker, cricketer Ian Botham, Sebastian Coe, Sir Bobby Charlton, and John McEnroe. The programme, in the Big Brother/Loft Story mould, has assembled twelve contestants from different European countries for its ten-week run. The UK is represented by 22 year old Eleanor, who has lived in France for two years.

Marineland tops tourist charts MARINELAND was the region's top tourist destination again last week, with the Biot marine park's dolphins and killer whales attracting 1,400,000 visitors. The region's beaches, local watersports and ski stations are celebrating the end of a bumper season. Ski resorts toast bumper season AS THE summer gets under way and attention turns to the region's beaches, local ski stations are celebrating the end of a bumper season. The region's beaches, local watersports and ski stations are celebrating the end of a bumper season. Marina-wildlife-inspired water parks are also being built in Europe and in the Middle East. The Marina-wildlife-inspired water parks are also being built in Europe and in the Middle East. The Marina-wildlife-inspired water parks are also being built in Europe and in the Middle East. The Marina-wildlife-inspired water parks are also being built in Europe and in the Middle East.
Hollywood lines up to visit Cannes

The American film industry is set to descend in force on the Cannes film festival later this month, despite international travel fears over the Sars epidemic. Amongst the twenty directors batting it out for the prestigious Palme d’Or are Clint Eastwood and Clint Eastwood. The full cast will be in Cannes to celebrate. Wachowski have promised that the film’s world premiere on Thursday May 15 and makers Andy and Larry McFarland have it’s world premiere on Thursday May 25.

THE SON of an eminent UK publisher and another British man have been arrested in Paris after police swooped on a suspected high-class call girl operation, write Jenny Paul.

RAMSAY Attallah, 38, and Matthew Barrett, 33, are being held under suspicion of supplying of vice workers to Arab princes, business moguls and Hollywood stars. In Barrett’s hotel suite police uncovered €350,000 in cash and a map of heart-throb actor Leonardo DiCaprio with his arms round two legs south American call girls. The police had been taken outside DiCaprio’s €2,000 a night hotel suite, when he was in Paris earlier this year promoting Gangs of New York.

The American actor and star of Titanic and Romeo and Juliet is thought to have taken the Brazilian beauties back to his suite at the Plaza Athenee after a premiere on January 30. While DiCaprio’s camp did not dispute he was with the ladies, they denied that he paid for their services and say he had no idea they were call girls.

Publishing magnate Naim Attallah, who owns UK based Quartet Books and is the chairman of The Oldie magazine, hit out at the allegations made against son Ramsay. “It is staggering what has happened to my son. He is completely innocent yet he has been locked up in almost medieval conditions, kept in his cell for almost 23 hours a day,” he said.

The wealthy British publisher, writer and philanthropist, who turns 72 today, found notoriety himself twelve years ago when he revealed that his newly appointed French prime minister Edith Cresson had told him in 1997 that she thought over a quarter of British and US men were homosexual. Cresson was outraged, saying “if this conversation took place I was not only not prime minister, I was not even in the government,” and claiming that bringing the matter up was “not very ‘fair play,’ to use an English expression.”

Barrett is accused of conducting an “exotic troupe” of vice workers, including male escorts, transvestites and hookers – one a former Miss South America – who it is alleged charged up to €1,000 an hour for their services. Ten other people have been detained in connection with the case.

Var airport to relieve Nice?

LE LUC, on the A8 in the Var, has been singled out as a possible site for a new airport to relieve the strain on Nice.

The proposals from transport agency DATAR envision an airport that would have high-speed rail links with Marseille and Nice via the proposed Provence-Côte d’Azur TGV service.

The announcement comes as a definitive answer was given this week on the future of Cannes-Mandelieu airport. New proposals from transport agency DA TAR envisage an airport that would have high-speed rail links with Marseille and Nice via the proposed Provence-Côte d’Azur TGV service.

The airport would sit on the French Riviera’s most beautiful landscapes and would be able to accommodate three million passengers a year in the first phase, rising to six million a year in the second phase.

The announcement comes as a definitive answer was given this week on the future of Cannes-Mandelieu airport. New proposals from transport agency DA TAR envisage an airport that would have high-speed rail links with Marseille and Nice via the proposed Provence-Côte d’Azur TGV service.

The airport would sit on the French Riviera’s most beautiful landscapes and would be able to accommodate three million passengers a year in the first phase, rising to six million a year in the second phase.

NICE Matin Wows Big Apple

AN UPScale eatery with a Provencal theme opened in Manhattan’s swanky Upper West Side last week and it’s named after Nice’s daily newspaper.

Nice Matin is owned by Simon Oren, who has already enjoyed success with several other restaurants specializing in French regional cuisine in New York.

He came to New York last autumn looking for inspiration for his latest venture and ended up taking home more than just recipes.

The name of the newspaper had the right ambiance and it’s named after Nice’s daily newspaper. Nice Matin is owned by Simon Oren, who has already enjoyed success with several other restaurants specializing in French regional cuisine in New York.

He came to New York last autumn looking for inspiration for his latest venture and ended up taking home more than just recipes.

"The name of the newspaper had the right ambiance and it’s named after Nice’s daily newspaper. Nice Matin is owned by Simon Oren, who has already enjoyed success with several other restaurants specializing in French regional cuisine in New York. He came to New York last autumn looking for inspiration for his latest venture and ended up taking home more than just recipes."

If the yacht is new, a builder’s certificate is required. If it is second hand a notarised bill of sale is required together with previous bills of sale establishing a five-year chain of titles.

All documentation is submitted to the Registry, which then issues the certifying and marking notes for the vessel. Once verified, the note is returned to the Registry and the yacht is registered. The name of the newspaper had the right ambiance and its named after Nice’s daily newspaper. Nice Matin is owned by Simon Oren, who has already enjoyed success with several other restaurants specializing in French regional cuisine in New York.

He came to New York last autumn looking for inspiration for his latest venture and ended up taking home more than just recipes. If the yacht is new, a builder’s certificate is required. If it is second hand a notarised bill of sale is required together with previous bills of sale establishing a five-year chain of titles.

All documentation is submitted to the Registry, which then issues the certifying and marking notes for the vessel. Once verified, the note is returned to the Registry and the yacht is registered. The name of the newspaper had the right ambiance and its named after Nice’s daily newspaper. Nice Matin is owned by Simon Oren, who has already enjoyed success with several other restaurants specializing in French regional cuisine in New York.

He came to New York last autumn looking for inspiration for his latest venture and ended up taking home more than just recipes.

Register A Yacht.com can also liaison with agents and brokers during the selling or buying process and can help ensure that any necessary documentary requirements to successfully complete the deal.

The information provided in this article does not constitute advice and no responsibility will be accepted for any loss occasioned directly or indirectly as a result of persons acting, or refraining from acting, wholly or partially in reliance upon it.

Terrible twins
FOUR-YEAR-OLD twin boys who disappeared last week from their home near Chatellerault were found by police three days later — having ransacked a neighbour’s house.

While their distraught parents searched for them for a week, a passer-by discovered the pair naked in the street, carrying a bedeed lamp. They had taken out drawers and the contents of shampoo bottles and had been eating orange-flavoured calcium tablets.

Out of pocket
FRENCH families are the meanest when it comes to giving children pocket money, according to a new eight-country survey. Only 61% of French parents hand out cash to their kids, compared with 84% in the most generous country, Germany.

Chiraz out of favour?
LESS than half of those questioned for an IPO poll for Le Figaro newspaper want him to be a presidential candidate in 2007.

46% were in favour of his standing, while 51% were against.
German Katja Beste talks to Jenny Paul about motherhood, wine and belly dancing...

“I came to the Riviera three years ago after my husband got a job here selling luxury boats. I’m German by birth and was working in a bar near Stuttgart when I met Russell, who’s English. He was dating one of the other barmaids, but one night we got chatting and we exchanged phone numbers. The next morning his girlfriend found the slip of paper in his pants, but he eventually talked his way out of it! A year later they had split up and we hooked up again. We had met at a rave party. I was 17 and he was 18. He was dating a lady of leisure. We bought an apartment near the beach in Antibes last year. I didn’t find buying it too stressful – buying the furniture was far worse. And, of course, we had a nightmare with a cowboy carpenter. It took him five visits to get one wardrobe built.

In my spare time I love to belly dance. Believe it or not, it is a skill I learned by going to a belly dance class in Stuttgart when I met Russell, who’s English. He was dating a lady of leisure. We bought an apartment near the beach in Antibes last year. I didn’t find buying it too stressful – buying the furniture was far worse. And, of course, we had a nightmare with a cowboy carpenter. It took him five visits to get one wardrobe built.

I was quite disappointed when we went there for the first time. At first I didn’t really like it. Now, though, I love it. I can’t wait to get back here. It’s not all plain sailing, though. We’ve had lots of problems with petty theft. I’ve had a pushchair stolen – luckily with all our possessions. We’ve had a lot of stress. It’s good fun and, despite popular opinion, you don’t have to be a fat cow to belly dance at the reception.

Belinda is a skill I learned by going to a belly dance class. I was 17 and he was 18. He was dating a lady of leisure. We bought an apartment near the beach in Antibes last year. I didn’t find buying it too stressful – buying the furniture was far worse. And, of course, we had a nightmare with a cowboy carpenter. It took him five visits to get one wardrobe built.
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LEARNING

FRANCHE classroom courses for adults of family-accompanied children in Antibes. 04 97 48 67 59.

HELP FOR THE DEAF. People can now contact their deaf friends or relatives by telephone. Free for deaf users. Call 08 26 85 85 85.

ENCOURAGE your child to use a computer. Contact the Association des Amis des Jeunes Sourds (AAS) 04 98 22 19 75.

PETS

BUY ANIMALS. Advertisements for pets are now welcomed by the Gazette. Please call Jen 04 93 98 57 59.
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Classifieds

Classified Advertisement Order Form

1 Compose your advert

Please write in capitals, one letter in each box, with an empty box between each word.

Words Used

Combine: C COMBINE: C

Minimum charge for ads is three lines/character. Minimum charge is 40 Euros.

2 Choose your options

Type of advert: [ ] Private [ ] Trade

Optional extras – see sections 3 & 4 for prices.

Use both BOLD type [ ] Put a box around the advert [ ] Reply box number (for privacy, personal ads only)

3 Work out the price

€

4 About you, and payment

Name: [ ] Telephone: [ ] Email: [ ] Fax: [ ] Cheque, in euros, drawn on a French bank, payable to 'The Riviera Gazette'.

Bank Account number and IBAN are available on request.

Signature: [ ] Date: [ ]

5 simple steps to a speedy sale! This is the perfect marketplace for your property or your Porsche, gold-foil ball or golfdolphins. Just fill in this form and send us your ad with payment (if applicable) and we’ll print it in the next issue.
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**Thursdays**

Today is a public holiday.

**Today's Celebrity:**

**Today's Events:**
- Today is the National Day in Monaco, celebrated with festivities and fireworks in the town of Monaco-Ville.
- **The Riviera Gazette** is offering a special edition today, featuring highlights of Monaco's National Day celebrations.
- For more information, call 04 93 09 66 43.

**Top Story:**

**In Brief:**
- Today is a public holiday in Monaco, celebrated with street parades and fireworks.
- **The Riviera Gazette** is offering a special edition today, featuring highlights of Monaco's National Day celebrations.
- For more information, call 04 93 09 66 43.

**Weekly Mix 2008**

**Cannes, Antibes, Nice, Monaco, Menton**

**What's On and Where To Go May 2008**

**The Riviera Gazette Thursday May 1 2008**